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For around six weeks now, we have been studying what are commonly known as the trumpet judgements of the book 
of Revelation; and last week we completed our look at the fifth trumpet and it’s contents - which is also known as the 
first WOE on unbelieving humanity - those who are enemies of the gospel, the church and the Lord. We then 
continued into the second half of Revelation chapter nine and we began to study the sixth trumpet judgement, a.k.a. 
the second WOE.  

I presented this second WOE - the sixth trumpet judgement by first giving you an overview of what John saw and 
recorded (9:13-19). And the detail of this judgement unfolded when the sixth angel blew his trumpet (v.13a). After the 
sixth trumpet was blown:

1st, John heard a voice from the four horns of golden altar before God (v.13b) - and that tells us that the instruction 
which followed came from the very throne and altar of God and thus, from the Lord himself or from an angel standing 
in his immediate presence. What was the instruction?

2nd, The angel who had the sixth trumpet is told to release the four angels who are bound at the great river, 
Euphrates (v.14). What is that about? First, the reference to the “great river Euphrates” is reminiscent of OT 
references to an great army from the north of Israel which the Lord would being done to judge the nation of Israel - 
and judgement upon Israel was what was in view in the respective OT passages. (see references). Here in the time 
recorded in the Revelation, however, this same imagery is used by John in a much broader sense. Here, the 
judgement this army brings is not limited to Israel but to 1/3 of mankind. And this judgement will result when four 
angels are released, who are bound at the river Euphrates. What is that about?

Undoubtedly, these four angels have been prevented from carrying out a plan - thus, they have been bound. But now, 
they will be released, after which time they will be able to carry out their plan. What kind of angel are these four 
angels? The text doesn’t tell us specifically, but by implication these four angels are fallen angels - that is, evil angels 
- so the plan they will carry out is itself an evil plan, although it will take place within the greater plan of Almighty God. 
What is their plan and it’s result? 

3rd, the four angels had been prepared for “the hour, day, month and year”, meaning there was a very specific time 
for them to carry out their evil plan - so they are released to do so at the proper time - and the result of their action will 
be death, according to what John saw, of 1/3 of mankind (v.15). When we compare the first woe with the second woe 
- we see a similarity and we see a big difference between the first WOE and the second WOE in terms of hon these 
two judgements affect mankind. Each of these two woes affect 1/3 of mankind - that is the similarity - but when the 
first woe comes 1/3 of mankind will be hurt but will not die, while with the arrival of the second woe, 1/3 of mankind 
will be killed - meaning, they will die. 

After John recorded the content of the second woe - at the blowing of the sixth trumpet, he goes on to show HOW the 
four angels will bring out the death of 1/3 of mankind - and we have this recorded in vv. 16-19. What do we see from 
those verses? 

4th detail is of an army, and this army is described, first in terms of it’s size and second in terms of it’s actions. In size, 
the army is described as numbering 200,000,000 - which is 10,000 x 10,000 x 2 (vv.16). Following this, John 
describes the army and tells of it’s impact on humanity (vv.17-18) - and the impact is massive death to masses of 
people. How does this happen? 

5th, this army kills 1/3 of mankind with what John identifies as three plagues - fire, smoke and sulfur (vv. 18-19) - and 
fire, smoke and sulphur is a metaphor taken from the OT , as are so many of John’s word pictures. What does fire, 
smoke and sulphur indicate? In the OT fire and sulphur, sometimes appearing with smoke, indicates what some have 
termed ‘fatal judgment’ - and there are several examples of this in the OT. 

     a) Gen. 19:24, 28

     b) Dt. 29:23;

     c) Isa. 34:9-10
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     d) Ez. 38:22
From all this it seems clear that WOE #2 involves a great army - this great army is described as terrible and deadly - 
and this great evil army will go forth to destroy, killing 1/3 of mankind. From the description of the army as recorded in 
v. 16-17 though, we are forced to ask, What kind of army is this? It is described as riders who ride upon horses - but 
then the description of the riders and the horses seem inhuman. How are we to understand these images? 

As we saw last week, the meaning of this WOE and the actual horde described varies, depending on what 
interpretational camp one is comfortable with. There are various views on this. Forgive me for restating some of what 
I said last week - but perhaps the most popular, held by some futurists, is that this is a description of Communist 
China - which has an army which is alleged to number 200 million - and/or China and other Asian armies. This is one 
way to understand d these images - and good scholars have understood this army in this way (for example, John 
Walvoord, Merrill Tenney, Frank Gaebelein, and Harry Ironside).  

Other futurists, however, (Charles Ryrie and Leon Morris) see this army as a demon army, similar to the demons 
mentioned under the first woe - Dr. Robert Thomas holds this view as well; but Ray Stedman believed that this 
number was merely symbolic - because in his view, no nation of coalition of nations had the capability of MOBILIZING 
an army of 200 million - so he concluded that all the armies in the world were meant by this picture - and would be 
involved in a battle that involved 200 million troops total. What this means is, the futurists don’t know what is meant 
by this picture - so there is much speculation! 

Preterists see this number as symbolic, and see the vision as referring to a vast physical army that slaughtered 
people; and they see this army as either that of the Romans of at the end of the Jewish War when the army of Rome 
broke through the walls of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. or to the initial invasion of Israel by the Romans in 66 A.D. The 
preterist sees this picture are referring to an initial invasion of Israel however, for in this view the final invasion is 
described by the seven bowls later in the book.

Historicists saw this woe as describing the Turks and Tartars and the wars they waged against the Byzantine 
empire; and the fire, and smoke was from their cannon - the largest of which had a bore of three feet and could hurl a 
1, 200 pound ball, while the smallest could hurl a 200 pound stone shot;

And the Idealist either sees this vision - this woe - as being the other side of the coin described in the first woe, or a 
description of the destruction of false thoughts, false customs, false beliefs, and false religions. In the first view, the 
first woe unleashed spiritual forces while this next woe unleashes physical forces - and together they bring a 
great punishment and a great warning to unbelieving and rebellious mankind; or put another way, the fifth trumpet 
depicts internal corruption of a wicked culture and the psychological, emotional trauma of false belief, while the sixth 
trumpet describes the external forces that bring that society to it’s end. In the second view, everything described is 
spiritual.

Question is, which view is correct, of these four? I personally think that the Idealist and some futurists have the most 
reasonable understanding - and that trumpet six describes the other side of the coin that the fifth trumpet began to 
explain. From this perspective, here is what we have:

The first woe is that the Lord releases demonic powers upon the enemies of His church, His people and His gospel - 
upon those who reject HIs rule, and His gospel, and who persecute His church - and as we saw, they bring with them 
torment emotionally, spiritually and psychologically which drive people mad. This woe points to the same 
phenomenon as Jesus alluded to in Luke 21:25-26 when he told his disciples, referring to the days just prior to HIs 
final return:

And there will be signs in sun and moon and stars and on earth, distress of nations with perplexity because 
of the roaring of the sea and the waves, people fainting with fear and with foreboding of what is coming on 
the world. For the powers of the heavens will be shaken.

While Jesus points to people waiting with fear due to what they see taking place around them on earth, the 
Revelation points to the fact that the real cause behind all of this fear and perplexity - this madness - will be demonic 
affliction. In other words, 1/3 of mankind will be driven mad in one or another manner - and so these will be caught 
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between a rock and a hard place. On the one hand, they will be afflicted emotionally, spiritually and psychologically 
while knowing their ‘gods’ cannot help them, while at the same time they will fear death so much that they will not 
even try to kill themselves, though they will wish they could die. 

Listen, this is a description of a true Zombie Apocalypse. Have any of you seen any of the Zombie movies or read any 
of the books of the same genre? Probably not. I have not read any of the books of seen any of the movies BUT I 
have watched uTube clips from some of the movies - enough to get the gist of what the book/movie is about - and 
those movies/books tell the story of an illness that turns people into walking dead - who if they bite a healthy person, 
will turn THEM into walking dead, too. Those are works of fiction - but here, this is real. Something similar will truly 
take place.

THAT, is bad - but it will get worse - and the ‘worse’ will come with the second woe, brought about by this great 
horde which John describes. Is this a human army? A demon army? An army symbolized, which will truly number 200 
million and will come from the north across the Euphrates River and kill 1/3 of mankind?

This army could, indeed be a vast human army - it could bee the army of Gog, Magog, Gomer, and so forth, as 
described in Ezekiel 38 - but the trouble with seeing this army as that army is this - that the army described in Ezekiel 
38 will be totally destroyed by the Lord - while this army of Revelation 9 will itself destroy 1/3 of mankind. But, this 
could be a human army. 

John could just as easily be describing a vast demon army - and from the imagery used, it doesn’t seem as though 
this is a human army. Based on this I’m convinced this is a demon army - as many idealists and some futurists hold - 
and these will kill people. How might they do that? There are many options available for this demon army to us to kill 
1/3 of mankind. 

     a) They could use human armies

     b) They could use natural disasters 

     c) They could use diseases

     d) They could simply zap people and kill them 

This is secondary however - and to try and solve exactly what type army this is or how they will carry out their work 
exactly - to try and answer those questions - is really to miss the point of the vision. It is to fail to see the forrest for 
the trees. Now, many have done this. This is why there are so many different interpretations of this second woe - 
especially by futurists. And listen, whenever there are many, many different understandings of a particular passage 
and that passage of scripture is found in apocalyptic literature as this is, that is a strong indication that the exact 
meaning cannot be known by us. 

This does not mean that passages such as this don't communicate vital truth, however. Because apocalyptic literature 
paints vivid pictures with broad brush strokes - and the key lessons are not so much in the detail as they are in the 
big picture, seen in each vision. From this standpoint, what is the main lesson of the second woe?

There are four great lessons gleaned from this second woe and these four lessons - a couple which we have seen 
before -  are really the primary truths the vision communicates  

The first primary lesson is that this, like the other judgements, comes from the Lord - He is it’s author - and this is 
designated by the place the voice which speaks, spoke from - the golden altar (v.13);

The second primary lesson from this woe is that the Lord is so powerful that He uses evil to judge evil, just like he 
did when the fifth trumpet was blown and the first woe impacted humanity - for we see four angels released - evil 
angels - who had been bound but were released to carry out a specific task at a specific time (v.14-15).

Thirdly, 1/3 of mankind will be killed by this horde and their deaths will be according to the will of He who sits on 
the throne and the Lamb. 
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And the fourth primary lesson from this sixth trumpet blast and the woe that comes with it is that despite this, 
people will yet refuse to repent (see vv. 20-21). 

THESE are the points which we each need to grasp - for these judgements are real and will have real affect. And 
hopefully, they will motivate us to prayer and to evangelism. There should be one other impact that these visions of 
impending judgement should have on we who have received grace, and who believe on the Lord Jesus Christ. The 
fact that any of us find ourselves in a state of grace through Christ should result in deep, heart felt thanks to God for 
the great salvation that comes to us in Christ.

Have you ever wondered why you are a recipient of God’s grace? 

Why were you allowed to hear the gospel? 

Why were you born where you were born, so the gospel could reach you?

And if you have been a christian for a while, do you ever think on this, that you have continued with Christ when so 
many others have not and have fallen away?

What makes me so special that I grew up where I grew up, landed n the churches I landed in, learned from the men 
and women I learned from, found myself in gospel ministry married to who I married and have persevered in faith 
thus far? 

Nothing makes me/us special - rather, it is the grace and goodness of God that has led me - us to repentance and 
which keeps us in the Way - and His grace only - and without that, you and I would be numbered with those who are 
enemies of Christ, His church and His gospel.

This knowledge in itself , should empower thanks and praise - but when His grace to us is seen in light of HIs 
judgement of the world - the result is intensified - causing us to cry out a thousand thanks you to Christ. 

Let us pray. . . .

.   


